
 

   

 

 

Question Answer 

Roadmap & SAP Strategy – Ulrich Schlüter 

Is there not set an end date for support of SAP 
Disclosure Management? What is SAP's 
strategy for Disclosure management going for-
ward? 

More on the strategy for consolidation and inte-
grated platform for group reporting Ulrich just 
mentioned: 

 https://blogs.sap.com/2020/07/06/sap-s-4hana-
for-group-reporting-will-deliver-the-last-mile-of-re-
porting-with-sap-disclosure-management 

 

https://blogs.sap.com/2019/05/13/sap-s4hana-fi-
nance-for-group-reporting-product-strategy 

 

Do you cover the delivery of calculation of Wall 
to wall margin with intercompany margin 
cancellation (including analytics analysis per 
customer / product ) ? 

Not sure to fully understand the question, but I 
would perhaps recommend you refer to the IPI 
elimination presentation by Grégoire (consolida-
tion rules). 

  

Demo: Data Collection – Christine Protin 

To navigate in the package, is there a possibil-
ity to have „Homepage“ with main documents 
to complete ? I don't see link in cell to go in an-
other document? 

The navigation btw reports and homepage is 
planned in our roadmap for 2023: 

 
https://roadmaps.sap.com/board?BC=6EAE8B27
FCC11ED892E919ED096400CC&PRODUCT=73
555000100800001012&range=FIRST-
LAST#;INNO=42F2E964FAAF1EDB8195209C3B
1640ED 

 

Are we agree that if data is coming from S/4 
HANA, we will be able to go to these forms? 

yes 

How to integrate several S/4 HANA FINANCE 
productive instances (e.g.: different business 
units) into a single S/4 HANA GROUP 
REPORTING instance? 

You can use GRDC Data Mapping in order to in-
tegrate several S/4 Hana Finance productive in-
stances into Group Reporting. 

 

Confirmed, both options are valid: GRDC for peri-
odic loads, cFIN for continuous loads 
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Can the colors and conditional formatting 
be used both for input forms when accountants 
reports to Group Reporting, and be used for 
output reports when consolidation teams are 
reviewing the reported data? 

For output reports I would suggest you wait for 
Stefan's demo of our Financial Review Booklet 
app. 

Data Collection App for data entry only 

Will there be a possibility to migrate data from 
SAP FC to Group Consolidation? We do use 
FC for consolidation and reporting without any 
BI/BW/Cubes and we do need the historical 
data in the follow up system to keep our report-
ing running. 

Will be covered talk about it later in this session 

Hi, we noticed, during our proof-of-concept 
GRDC file upload can only deal with one Unit 
of Measure for a given FS Item (based on the 
break down category). Is our observation cor-
rect? 

Yes, this is the current behavior as of today. We’ll 
envision to enlarge the feature depending on the 
number of customer requests. You can post this 
idea in https://influence.sap.com/sap/ino/#/cam-
paign/2283  

Is there still a functionality to use text box for 
the whole document? 

Technically, we would say yes. But what would be 
the use case? 

What about online intercompany reconcilia-
tion in SAP Data Collection ? 

See InterCompany Matching Reconciliation mod-
ule 

Is InterCompany Matchting Reconciliation part 
of Group Consolidation license or has it to be 
licensed separately? 

Regarding questions on pricing: 

1. ICMR is built into GR and S4HANA, so having 
either of them allows you to use ICMR. No addi-
tional license required. 

2. Group Reporting Data Collections: this is a sep-
arate license from GR, but with the same pricing 
metric: "total number of legal entities processed 
by the cloud service. 

There are blocking controls and there are 
package rules? 

Yes, controls are done using the data monitor 

Not really discussed in this session, but in the 
data mapping apps, will it be possible to up-
load using multiple document types? 

Can we store the various data entry sets in 
multiple doc types? 

More information here: 

https://help.sap.com/prod-
ucts/SAP_S4HANA_CLOUD/90c07e91c7a64f328
be3fd6b48955b13/488c7267e6ab45eba2aba706b
53d38ed.html?version=2108.501&q=docu-
ment%20types  

 

  

Consolidation engine – Grégoire Desombre 

Is a "white paper" available explaining devia-
tions in rules setup between SAP FC & S/4 
and limitations (e.g.: SQL rules, ...) ? 

Such a white paper isn’t planned by SAP Product 
Engineering. I would suggest you reach out to our 
colleagues from SAP consulting for more infor-
mation. For example, pauline.galley@sap.com 
would be a good contact.  

Is there still the possibility to work with catego-
ries (Actual, Monthly-Actual, Forecast,....)? 

Yes 

Can we apply ratios in those rules calculated 
on the fly as in BOFC today? 

We would need the question to be a bit more 
elaborated. Ratios = consolidation / reclassifica-
tion rules. Advanced ratios would be BadIs. 
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How to run consolidation task? You can run a task from the monitor (test or up-
date run), individually (task by task) or grouped 
(all tasks, all units...). You can also schedule the 
tasks execution. 

https://help.sap.com/viewer/90c07e91c7a64f328b
e3fd6b48955b13/2111.500/en-
US/60d205e33eb444a0af7dfdad39c85dfd.html 

https://help.sap.com/viewer/90c07e91c7a64f328b
e3fd6b48955b13/2111.500/en-
US/f126fae4e28c46b6a9dab2e0ce8ed0e9.html 

 

What method for consolidation of invest-
ments (rule based or activity based) would you 
recommend for a company that is new to 
Group reporting and has not previously used 
any of the SAP solutions for financial consoli-
dation? 

If you come from FC I would recommend rule 
based. If you come from ECCS or BCS, you can 
also consider activity-based. 

If you have never used a solution with activity-
based consolidation of investments (EC-CS, 
BCS), the rule based approach seems more con-
venient:  

https://help.sap.com/viewer/90c07e91c7a64f328b
e3fd6b48955b13/2111.500/en-
US/5ce06895106a463ca073fddae0f7a473.html 

https://help.sap.com/viewer/90c07e91c7a64f328b
e3fd6b48955b13/2111.500/en-
US/2f07a213a53f425eada2e096f6c6f1b0.html 

 

How is BAdI managed. Pure code? Needs IT 
to be involved? 

Yes knowledge of coding is needed to implement 
a BAdI. This is not too complex and examples and 
documentation are delivered: 

https://help.sap.com/viewer/90c07e91c7a64f328b
e3fd6b48955b13/2111.500/en-
US/16de0a05b7b54d8f9471b8ae85bde29d.html 

 

  

Financial review booklet – Stefan Kraus 

Financial Review Booklet app is planned to be released in Q1-2022. See our roadmap item here: 

https://roadmaps.sap.com/board?BC=6EAE8B27FCC11ED892E919ED096400CC&range=FIRST-
LAST#;INNO=000D3AAC9DD21EEBABB22923CE7F2473 

 

What are the differences with SAC? 

Embedded analytics into GR without SAC, but 
less 'fashion'/'sexy' than SAC? 

Basically > in the Review Booklets > no "stories", 
no super nice BI-type of reports and no planning. 

Are we going to have these reports on S/4 
HANA on ACDOCA data (accounting view)? 
At the moment it is only on GR, right? 

The financial review booklet app first release (in 
Q1 2022) is indeed designed for Group Reporting 
/ Corporate Close. 

All these reports have been specifically cus-
tomized? GR will come with a basic set of re-
ports and the rest will have to be designed? 

Right now, 6 queries will be part of the shipment 
(out of the box) 

Export to Excel and PDF Excel export already possible (page level). PDF 
export is on the roadmap. 
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Migration support functions - Florence Jungnickel 

Is migration from SEM-BCS towards Group 
Reporting also taken care of already ? 

Is there also some migration possible from 
SEM-BCS into GR for configuration/rules ? 

Topic is under discussion SAP internally 

Will migration support BOFC be included in 
GR without additional cost ? 

Included in SAP FC maintenance, no impact from 
license perspective 

Will we be able to store migrated data under a 
different doc type than the standard GRDC 
loads? 

Too early to answer, feature will be available end 
of 2022. Topic should be put into customer influ-
ence portal for GR 

  

Overall Q&A Session 

Would you want to see all latest delivered innovations, as well as planned innovations, you can re-
fer to our SAP Road Map Explorer here: 

https://roadmaps.sap.com/board?BC=6EAE8B27FCC11ED892E919ED096400CC&range=FIRST-
LAST#Q4%202021 

 

Restatement: Do you have further information 
on the planned functionality for restatements 
planned for Group Reporting by Q4 2022? Will 
it be comparable to Restatement Versions with 
different time views as available in SEM-BCS? 
Is there going to be data monitors for the peri-
ods to be restated from a specific later period, 
so close to SEM-BCS or sth different? 

The current approach is to extend the usage of 
the extension version (already used for consolida-
tion in multiple group currencies), and enable for 
these extension versions: asynchronous execu-
tion, different monitors, different configuration... 
Somehow similar to BCS but with no specific re-
statement characteristic. 

Restatement roadmap: 

https://roadmaps.sap.com/board?BC=6EAE8B27
FCC11ED892E919ED096400CC&range=CURRE
NT-
LAST#;INNO=000D3ABE796A1EDC85DD7722E
BA70BC9  

 

Can you please confirm the date of end of 
maintenance for BFC ? 

In the past, the maintenance window for SAP 
FC has been extended already. Any chance 
that it is extended again beyond 2027? 

The end of maintenance is confirmed for 
31.12.2027. 

What is the right time to migrate from FC to 
Group reporting? 2022 or 2023? 

Start as soon as possible 

Hello, How about windows 11 update for SAP 
FC until moving to group reporting ? 

Right now windows 11 saw its first release and is 
still missing pieces. The support will be evaluated 
later when the adoption will be significative. We’ll 
also need to evaluate at that time if there are 
compatibility issues. 
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As groups running SAP FC should think of 
their replacement very soon, how do you eval-
uate the risk that some select a solution from 
any competitor? 

We are confident that S/4HANA for Group Report-
ing provides innovative features as a consolida-
tion tool, and unmatched integration into opera-
tional SAP systems. As shown in the event, we 
are working on making the pathway for SAP FC 
customers as smooth as possible. Our engineer-
ing team has deep expertise in the SAP FC prod-
uct and S/4HANA for group reporting. We encour-
age our customers to use the existing relationship 
to the engineering team and provide feedback on 
the process. 

Does Group Reporting support the reporting of 
non-financials like ESG reporting? 

Yes, will be supported 

 


